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Plasma ball: Are there any safety issues associated with using a plasma ball in the
classroom? Sources on the internet seems to give conflicting information and I would
appreciate some clarity.
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Plasma balls are often used to demonstrate the physics of electrical currents in school
science laboratories. They consist of a thick clear glass sphere that contains a high voltage
electrode (Tesla coil) at its centre. The sphere is filled with a mixture of inert gases such as

neon, argon, xenon and krypton under a partial vacuum and is powered with a low-voltage
power supply. When the plasma ball is operational, beams of coloured light are produced that
extend from the high voltage electrode to the outer glass sphere as the gases inside ionise1,
2, 3. An electromagnetic field is also produced around the ball which diminishes with distance
from the electrode4.
Plasma balls are generally regarded as safe devices, however, when dealing with any
apparatus that generates an electric current there are several safety measures that should be
implemented. Plasma balls are sources of small levels of current, static charge and
electromagnetic waves that can pose a hazard for some users and certain electrical devices 4,
5, 6.
Safety notes on the use of plasma balls
Ensure that anyone who has a heart condition, medical device such as a
pacemaker, implanted defibrillator, cochlear implant or hearing aid does not touch
the plasma ball3. When touched with the hand a small, current will pass from the ball to
earth through the body. This current can interfere with the operation of medical electrical
devices. One reference recommends that people with specific medical devices should
observe from a distance of at least two metres away.7
Do not leave your hand on the ball for any length of time as a significant amount of
heat will be generated.
Never handle the ball with wet hands as a shock may be produced6.
Keep electronic devices such as mobile phones and computers away from an
operating plasma ball as the frequencies that are produced may interfere with their
function8.
Keep away from metal surfaces, metal objects and remove any metal jewellery
before operating a plasma ball. Touching anything metal whilst touching the ball will
generate a small static shock6. Any metal object that touches the ball will rapidly heat up
and can cause burns and fires8.
Some suitable activities (observing the above safety notes):
Observe the different patterns created by placing:
One finger; or all your fingertips or your whole palm on the plasma ball
Your hands in different positions on the plasma ball
Observe a fluorescent tube illuminating:
Hold one end of the glass part of a fluorescent tube (NOT the metal cap) and bring
the tube close to and gently rest the other end (NOT the metal cap) on the plasma
ball.
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